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TOPIC OF THE WEEK

A short-term boom in dry bulk markets? 

SCANDINAVIAN bank Danish Ship Finance (DSF) has released the new edition of its excellent
bi-annual report titled “Shipping Markets Review and Outlook”.

It is available on the following link:
https://www.shipfinance.dk/media/2098/shipping-market-review-may-2021.pdf

In a previous article, we quoted DSF’s comments on the outlook for the dry bulk market
back in August 2008: “To employ the current Capesize orderbook, a “new China” will have to
emerge. Thus, we maintain our fundamental long-term scepticism that the current buoyant Dry
Bulk freight rates and ship values will continue.”

Clearly Danish Ship Finance was right as a new China did not emerge and indeed dry bulk
shipping has been mired in a long lasting crisis ever since. But finally, 13 years later, the dry
bulk market is on fire with Capesize rates trading north of $40,000, and even more
surprisingly Handysize rates trading north of $20,000.

There is now one question on people’s lips: how long will it last?

Well, DSF were right in predicting the fall and the length of the ensuing crisis back in 2008 so
maybe they have an answer, or at least part of one, to this latest question?

In a nutshell, across the entire fleet (including dry bulk, tanker, container, gas…) seaborne
trade volumes have gone down 3.6% in 2020 mainly due to the Covid-19 pandemic.

However – and it is one of the reasons for the strong market today, at least in dry bulk and
container markets - this drop in volume has been partly offset by an increase in the total
number of miles travelled by the fleet of about 2%.

In ton miles, demand has therefore “only” fallen 1.6% in 2020. And this is an average across
the entire shipping fleet.
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Topic of the Week continued

Focusing on a specific segment such as the dry bulk Panamax segment, and cross referencing with our own AIS-derived data, we
have a very different result. Over 2020, tons carried by Panamax vessels have decreased by 1.5%. However, the number of miles
travelled by a Panamax vessel as an average per voyage has gone up by 5.5%, while the average number of voyages has gone
down by 7.4%. This implies that over 2020, the ton mile demand for Panamax vessels has gone down by a huge 3.4%!

Picking on another segment, for example the VLOC segment (dry bulk vessels of more than 220,000 deadweight), the numbers
are respectively +0.5%, +1.4% and -0.7%, producing an average ton mile demand increase of 1.2% over 2020.

The Figure 1 table below gives a summary of the dry bulk fleet activity in 2020 versus 2019.

Coal driven

Even if these numbers cannot explain everything, it is reassuring to see that over 2020 the segment with the “best” supply and
demand numbers ie the Capesize segment performed better than the other segments. This is demonstrated in the Figure 2
graph overleaf.

Over 2020, Capesizes averaged $13,070 per day: $7,180 over the first half of the year and $18,912 over the second half of the
year. Panamaxes averaged $9,923 per day, Supramaxes $8,188 and Handysizes $8,003 over the year.

But this was the situation in 2020, and since the beginning of 2021 the dry market has experienced levels not seen since 2008. So
let us go back to the DFS report: in the first months of 2021 the dry bulk market took off, driven by a return of demand to its pre-
pandemic levels, which was more than enough to absorb the fleet growth.

According to DSF, 10 million deadweight was added to the dry bulk fleet in the first four months of 2021, while 3 million
deadweight was scrapped. The net addition to the fleet, ie 7 million deadweight, equates to an increase of around 0.8%.

At the same time, the orderbook represents 6% of the fleet and is heavily front loaded with 60% of the ships on order likely to be
delivered in 2021. On the demand side, DFS estimates that dry bulk demand dropped by 2% in 2020, very close to our AIS-derived
numbers, with the number one driver being the drop in coal demand (-10%).

It has bounced back strongly during the first four months of 2021 with an 8% increase between Q1 2020 and Q1 2021.
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Figure 1: Dry Bulk Fleet and Activity Summary - change 2020 vs. 2019. Source Alphabulk, AXS Marine

Segment Tons Miles per 
voyage 

No. of 
voyages

Ton miles Fleet No. Fleet Dwt

Handysize -3.30% 0.41% -3.54% -6.34% 0.62% 0.39%

Supramax -0.32% 0.26% -0.73% -0.79% 3.36% 3.65%

Panamax -1.49% 5.47% -7.38% -3.77% 5.24% 5.71%

Capesize 0.33% 1.50% -0.81% 1.01% 4.17% 4.81%

VLOC 0.55% 1.37% -0.68% 1.24% -2.73% -1.11%



Topic of the Week continued

This strong volume increase is, according to DFS, compounded by an increase in the number of miles of the average voyage. No
wonder the market is on fire.

But for how long? Well, DFS are not very optimistic on that front longer term. But for now, things are looking good. DFS argues
that the heavily frontloaded orderbook will be easily absorbed by the growing demand. So, it is beyond 2022 that DFS sees clouds
on the horizon: “It seems that fleet growth is being kept in check by a historically low orderbook-to-fleet ratio, while demand drivers
appear strong. These factors set the scene for increased freight rates, but we do not expect this to continue in the long term.”

A zero-carbon Chinese economy?

Drilling down, DFS sees the decreasing reliance of the Chinese economy on steel as a major downward risk for the Capesize
segment beyond 2022. Indeed, iron ore is by far the number one commodity carried on Capesize vessels. For the Panamax and
Supramax segments, DFS sees a downward risk in the reduced use of coal due to the transition of the world economy to zero
carbon. Coal is roughly 36% of all cargoes carried by ships from these two segments. And on the smaller Handysize vessels, DFS
does not see any specific cargo related downward risk but sees a substantial risk in larger ships competing for smaller cargoes.

In short, DFS envisages China’s path to zero carbon as the main risk to dry bulk shipping going forward. A zero carbon Chinese
economy is much less steel and coal intensive. The only positive side effect is that a ramp-up in renewable energy production will
be positive for non ferrous metals which in turn should be good for the Handysize sector.

DFS then flags up an interesting issue for transition fuels. The financier argues that while alternative fuel orders are being placed
for other types of ships, very few dry bulk vessels using lower carbon fuels are being ordered. Indeed, out of the 1,800 dry bulk
ports in operation, LNG bunkering is only available in… 77.

According to DFS, this basic fact means that the dry bulk order book will stay at historical lows for at least a couple of years,
helping the market stay stronger. After that, dry bulk owners will likely be forced to become greener and the orderbook will
increase sharply again!

Back in 2008, DFS predicted a market crash followed by a long crisis. In 2021, DFS forecasts two, maybe three, years of strong
markets which will be brought to a halt mainly by falling demand. Will the bank be right again?
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Figure 1: The TC baskets of the 4 dry bulk segments over 2020 in $ per day
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